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the parametric function then set equal to zero. We find
that

~N (rN) P N, (r¹)g ~„(rN")+O'Ar (r N)

+other terms, (A.2)
/

where the "other terms" in (A.2) consist of certain
products containing functions U„with e&cV. At least

one U„ in each product has arguments drawn from
both the groups r~' and r~". If r~' and r~" are now
isolated from each other and the inductive hypothesis
I'(X) is invoked, the "other terms" vanish. The
validity of P(1V+1) follows immediately.

The extension of this proof to cases of lower symmetry
requires only notational changes.
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Microwave Spectra of the Tl, In, and Ga Monohalides*
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A high-temperature spectrometer has been used to study the rotational spectra of the gallium, indium,
and thallium monohalides. The molecular constants are

Tl205F
Tl205CP5
Tl205B r?9

Tl205I127

Inll5Cl35
In"'Br?9
n"5I1

Ga69Cl35
Ga69Br79
Ga69I127

8, (Mc/sec)
6689.97 &0.06
2740.05 &0.02
1293.89 &0.01
814.479a0.015

3269.47 +0.14
1670.14 &0.02
1104.95 %0.45
4493.73 &0.19
2481.99 +0.04
1706.86 +0.04

a, (Mc/sec)
44.97 ~0.08
11.90 %0.01
3.927~0.005
1.985+0.005

15.35 &0.15
5.706+0.01
3.117a0.015

23.27 &0.12
9.74 +0.03
5.67 &0.15

r, (A)
2.0844+0.0001
2.4848&0.0001
2.6181&0.0001
2.8135+0.0001
2.4011&0.0001
2.5432+0.0001
2.7539+0.0009
2.2017&0.0001
2.3525+0.0001
2.5747+0.0001

The quadrupole coupling constants determined in the present experiment are related to the molecular
bond and the role of s-p hybridization in the molecular bond is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
"
ICROWAVE spectroscopy of molecules in the

~ gaseous state has provided a large amount of
accurate information about molecular structure. ' ' Of
all the molecules studied, the diatomic one is the
easiest to interpret in terms of a theoretical model. The
number of diatomic molecules which can be studied by
conventional microwave spectroscopy is severely limited

by the small fraction of such molecules in the gaseous
state at room temperature. The development of the
high-temperature spectrometer'4 made it possible to
observe the pure rotation spectra of most of the alkali
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' C. H. Townes and A. L. Schawlow, Microwave Spectroscopy
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1955).

2 W. Gordy, Microwave Spectroscopy (John Wiley and Sons, Inc. ,
New York, 1953).' Stitch, Honig, and Townes, Rev. Sci. Instr. 25, 759 (1954).' P. A. Tate and M. W. P. Strandberg, Rev. Sci. Instr. 25, 956
(1954).

halides' and its use has been extended to the molecules
reported here.

Diatomic molecules in the gaseous state have been
investigated by the techniques of electron diAraction, 6 '
molecular-beam magnetic and electric resonance, ' "
and microwave spectroscopy. Electron diffraction ex-
periments yielded internuclear distances but with an
accuracy far below present standards. Early magnetic-
resonance experiments gave information concerning the
nuclear ma'gnetic moments and the interaction of the
electric quadrupole moment with the rotating molecule.
Electric-resonance experiments have been of two kinds.
In the first of these, d,m, =&1 transitions are observed;
these yield, in addition to the molecular hyperfine
structure, information concerning the electric dipole
moment and moment of inertia of the molecule. How-

ever, the last two quantities are not determined with

' Honig, Mandel, Stitch, and Townes, Phys. Rev. 96, 629 (1954)
6 W. Grether, Ann. Physik 26 (1936).
7 H. Brode, Ann. Physik 3?, 344 (1940).' J.B.M. Kellogg and S. Millman, Revs. Modern Phys. 18, 323

(1946).
9 D. R. Hamilton, Am. J. Phys. 9, 319 (1941).
's H. K. Hughes, Phys. Rev. 70, 570 (1946).
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high accuracy. The second and more recent technique" "
employs microwave frequencies to study pure rotational
transitions and is similar in scope to the work described
in this paper, although the techniques are greatly
di8erent.

With the exception of GaF and InF which involved
certain experimental difFiculties, experimental results
on all the Tl, Ga, and In halides are given here. Values
of moments of inertia, internuclear distances, vibration-
rotation interaction constants, quadrupole coupling
constants, and mass ratios for the Cl and Br isotopes
were determined. The electric dipole moment of TlF
was measured.

APPARATUS AND METHOD

The apparatus for the experiments discussed here
has been thoroughly described in a previous article. '
It consists essentially of a gold-plated nickel absorption
cell enclosed in a vacuum chamber. The cell is a wave
guide which can be heated to a temperature of 1000'C.
A thin gold-plated nickel strip, known as a Stark plate,
runs the length of the cell parallel to the broad face of
the wave guide. The compound to be studied is placed
inside the absorption cell which is then heated until
the vapor pressure of the compound is su%ciently high
to produce detectable absorptions of microwave power
at the resonant frequencies. An oscillating electric
field, applied between the Stark plate and the wave
guide, frequency-modulates the microwave resonance,
which greatly increases the sensitivity of the spectrom-
eter. The technique of observing and measuring the
spectra is the same as that employed in conventional
microwave spectroscopy at room temperatures and has
been described elsewhere. "

PREPARATION OF SAMPLE

The Tl halides are stable in both the monohalide
and trihalide forms and commercial samples were
available. However, the In and Ga monohalides are
dificult to prepare as the trihalide salts are the most
stable and common. "Previous work on the ultraviolet
absorption spectra of the monohalides"" indicated
that sufficient concentration of these salts in the vapor
phase could be obtained by heating the trihalide salt in
the presence of an excess of the metal under vacuum.
The same method worked successfully to produce InC1.
The heating under vacuum was done directly in the
sample chamber of the spectrometer. The spectra of

"Lee, Fabricand, Carlson, and Rabi, Phys. Rev. 91, 1395
(1953).

"Fabricand, Carlson, Lee, and Rabi, Phys. Rev. 91, 1403
(1953).

"Carlson, Lee, and Fabricand, Phys. Rev. 85, 784 (1952)."S.Geschwind, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci. 55, 751 (1952).
'~N. V. Sidgwick, Chemical Elements and Their Compounds

(Oxford University Press, London, 1950).' F. K. Levin and J. G. Winans, Phys. Rev. 84, 431 (1951).» H. M. Froslie and J. G. Winans, Phys. Rev. 72, 481 i1947).

InBr and InI were observed by using commerically
prepared samples of the monohalide.

Attempts were made to produce GaCl by heating
GaC13 and Ga in the spectrometer but no spectrum was
observed. The high vapor pressure of GaC13 necessitated
working at about 100'C,"and the spectrometer was not
designed for uniform temperature control at such low
temperatures. In addition, GaC1 is a light molecule and
a range of over 5000 Mc/sec had to be searched in
order to cover all possible frequencies. Thus, GaCl
might have been produced but not at a combination of
frequency and temperature which we investigated.

Ga and In have similar electronic configurations and
chemical properties. Since GaC1 has a greater binding
energy than InCl, "it appeared possible to produce GaCl
by heating InC13 in the presence of Ga. Such a procedure
was tried, once again directly in the apparatus, and the
spectrum of GaCl was observed at a temperature of
about 350'C. GaBr and GaI were made in the s".m.e way
by heating Ga with InBr3 and InI3, respectively. It is
not a very efficient method as the spectra of the In
halides which could be seen at the same time were more
intense than the spectra of the Ga halides. InF and
GaF can be made in a similar manner by heating the
metal in the presence of AlF3."The reaction requires a
temperature in excess of 1000'C to obtain a sufFicient
yield for observation of the spectra and was not possible
to achieve in the Columbia University spectrometer.

THEORY

A. Rotational Energy Levels

The theory of the molecular energy levels of a
diatomic molecule is based upon the model of a rotating
vibrator. If one assumes a Morse potential of the form"

V(r —r,)=D$1—e &&' "'&5'

where D is the dissociation energy, r, is the equilibrium
distance between nuclei, and P is a constant which
relates the molecular vibration frequency co, and the
dissociation energy D, then the solution of Schrodinger s
equation gives the following energy level expansion:

(Wz, ,)/6= s).(s+ s)—co,x, (v+ s)'+B&(7+1)
—n, (e+-,')J(7+1)—D J'(/+1)'+ . ( )

The above terms are related to the constants in the
Morse potential and can be identified with 'the solutions
of more specialized problems so that each can be given
a physical significance. Since the Morse potential has
three independent parameters, only three of the coef-

'8 D. R. Stull, Ind. Eng. Chem. 39, 517 (1947).
"A. G. Gaydon, Dissociation Energies (Chapman and Hall,

Ltd, , London, 1953).
~ D. Welti and R. F. Barrow, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A65,

629 (1952); R. F. Barrow and H. C. Rowlinson, Proc. Roy. Soc.
(London) A224, 134 (1954).

2' G. H. Herzberg, Molecular Spectra and MoLecular Structure.
I.Spectra nf Diatomic Molecules (D. van Nostrand Company, Inc. ,
New York, 1952), p. 101~
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D,= 4(B,s/cd, s). (3)

The vibration frequency co, is generally known from
ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy. Since the D, term
represents a very small correction, 8,' can be used in
Eq. (3) above.

B. Mass Ratios of Isotopes

Under the assumption that the potential function is
the same for different isotopic substitutions in a given
molecule, accurate mass ratios can be computed from
the experimental data. If one denotes the two isotopic
species of molecules by MiMand MsM, th'e ratio of the
reduced masses is given by

M&'& B,'si Mi (M+Ms)

M &» B,&» Ms &M+M, ) '

or
Mi (M/Ms)B. &'&/B, &'&

Ms 1+(M/Ms) B~&/B "'— (4)

where M~ and M2 are the masses of the two isotopes;
M is the mass of the other atom in the molecule. The
mass ratio M/M& need be known only moderately
accurately since it enters into both the denominator
and numerator. A fractional error e in this ratio will

give a fractional error 8 in the determination of Mi/Ms
which is

b= [(Ms—Mi)/(M+Ms)]p.

C. Dipole Moment

The energy levels for a diatomic molecule in an
electric Geld have been discussed by Brouwer. " We
have measured the electric dipole moment of T1F, a
molecule without hyperGne structure. Here, J is a good
quantum number, and the electric Geld splits the
energy level into J+1 levels corresponding to Mz

~ F. Srouwer, dissertation, Amsterdam, 1930 (unpublished).

ficients of the quantum numbers in the energy expansion
are independent. The agreement of the interrelations
between the molecular constants with the experimental
value of the constants is a measure of the validity of the
Morse potential.

For a microwave rotational transition, J+1+-J,
the frequency of transition is given by

v= 2B,(J+1)—2o.,(it+ —,') (J+1)
—4D, (J+1)s+" . (2)

The rotational constant 8, was not directly determined
from the measured spectra. The experimentally deter-
mined quantities were the vibration-rotation interaction
constant o., and 8,' where

B,'= B,—2D, (J+1)s.

The centrifugal stretching constant D, is of order of
1 kc/sec and can be calculated from the relation

values of 0, &1, -&J.The expression for the energy
levels so perturbed is the familiar quadratic Stark
eGect for molecules:

tt'P[J (J+1)—3M']
W=Wp+

2BJ(J+1)(2J—1)(2J+3)

For a AM=0 transition the frequency is

3M'(16J'+32I+10)—8J(J+1)'(J+2) (tt'Z')
v= vp+

J(J+2)(2J—1)(2J+1)(2J'+3) (2J+5) Eh'vp i
(6)

D. Hyyerfine Structure

Most of the nuclei in the molecules studied here have
I& 1 and, therefore, nonzero electric quadrupole
moments. The interaction between the nuclear quad-
rupole moment and the gradient of the electric Geld at
the nucleus is sufhcient to account, within the experi-
mental error, for all molecular hyperGne structure
observed in the present experiments.

(I) Quadrupole Coupling for a Single Nucleus

In the case of T1Cl, T1Br, and TlI only the halogen
has a nonzero electric quadrupole moment and the
Hamiltonian for the interaction is

—eqQ [3(I J)'+-,'I J—IsJ']

(2J—1)(2J+3)2I(2I—1)
(7)

where Q, the quadrupole moment for the particular
nucleus concerned is given by

1
Q= — ' p(3s„'—r')dx ydd, s

where 8"0 represents the unperturbed molecular energy
level and f(I,J,F) is Casimir's function ps which has
been tabulated in several places. '

~'H. B. G. Casimir, On the' Interaction between Atomic ÃNcIei
and Electrons (Tayler's Tweede Genootschap, L. F. Bohn,
Haarlem, 1936).

and q is defined as (d'V/ds') A„at the same nucleus. The
s direction lies along the internuclear axis and V is the
electrostatic potential due to all charges outside a
small sphere surrounding the nucleus.

First-order perturbation theory yields expressions for
the energy levels given by

W=Wp+( eqQ) f(I,J,F), —

4sC(C+1) I(I+1)J(J+1)—
f(I J,F)=

2I(2I—1)(2J—1)(2J+3)

C= F(F+1) I(I+1) J(J+1), — —
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TAsLE I. Molecular constants.

T1205F~
TP03F
Tpos Cps
TP03CP'
TPosCP7
Tl203C l3?
Tl205Br79

T]203Br79

TP05Br81
l203Br8'

Tposy
T103I
InllsC l35

In»5Br79
Zn 115I127

Ga69CP5
a69Br

Ga69B r81
Ga7'Br79
Ga71Br81
Ga69I
Ga7'I

Bc
Mc/sec

6689.97 &0.06
6695.54 &0.08
2740.05 ~0,02
2743.99 &0.03
2613.59 ~0.07
2617.56 ~0.10
1293.894&0.01
1297.437&0.01
1270.819~0.02
1274.382~0.02
814.479~0.015
817.570~0.015

3269.47 ~0.14
1670.14 &0.02
1104.95 &0.45
4493.73 ~0.19
2481.99 &0.04
2453.48 +0.03
2~~~ 65 ~004
2416.10 ~0.04
1706.86 +0.04
1675.73 ~0.5

Mc/sec

44.975&0.08

11.90 &0.01
11.96 ~0.01
11.08 ~0.05
11.11 &0.05
3.927~0.005
3.942~0.003
3.807&0.015
3.853+0.015
1.985~0.005
2.003~0,001

15.35 ~0.15
5.706+0.010
3.117+0.015

23.27 ~0.12
9.74 +0.03
9.613~0.02

5.667%0.15
5.535&0.4

Dc
kc/sec

5.91

0.25

1.55
0.43
0.19
2.59

0.74

0.47

Pc
angstroms

2.0844~0.0001

2.4848w0.0001

2.6181a0.0001

2.8135+0.0001

2.4011~0.0001
2.5432+0.0001
2.7539&0.0009
2.2017~0.0001
2.3525w0.0001

2.5747~0.0001

rc (el. diK)
angstroms

2.68b

2 78b

2 42e
2.57e
2.86'

egg
Mc/sec

(—15.8~0.5)&&'

(130~10),

(—537~25) r

(—655&6)2„(—18&2)o~

(—642~12)1n, {138+11)g,

(—84.7~1.0)o„(—20~2)o(
(134a3)p„(—74&5)G,

(—549~31)r, (—66~8) G+

a The dipole moment of TIF was found to be 7.6 &0.8 Debye units.
b See reference 6.
e Lee, Carlson, Fabricand, and Rabi, Phys. Rev. VS, 340 (2950) obtained 15.79+0.04 Mc/sec.
~ A direct, measurement of the centrifugal stretching constant in the present experiment yielded a value of 0.23 ~0.2 kc/sec.
e See reference 7.

The use of second-order quadrupole interaction'"' in
which the quadrupole interaction is large enough to
produce a mixing of rotational states was not warranted
by the experimental accuracy of the work.

(3) Intensities of Hypergne Components

For the theoretical interpretation of the observed
spectra it is necessary to know the intensities as well as
the frequencies of the hyperfine components. I.et us
call the intensity of a molecular line with no quadrupole
eGects present Io. If the quadrupole interaction of one
nucleus splits this lime, the intensity of each component
is given .by

IoS(IrI Fr
I
IrJ'Fr')

QFigei S(IrJ FrIIrJ'Fr')
where

S(ItJFt I IrJ'Fr')

is equivalent to the

s(sIJ IsL,'J')

tabulated in Condon and Shortley. " If the second
nucleus produces a quadrupole interaction, but its
coupling is small compared with the coupling of the
first nucleus, the tables may be again applied to find
intensities of all components of the still more finely
split hyperfine structure. The intensity is then given by

Ios(Ir JFr IIrIFt )S(IoFtF
I
I2Ft F')

I= (9)
PF, Q», QpQp S(IrJFrIIrJ'Fr')

&& S (I,F,F
I
IoF,'F')

"J.Bardeen and C. H. Thomas, Phys. Rev. 73, 627 (1948)."E.U. Condon and G. H. Shortley, The Theory of Atomee
Ppecteu (Caw&r&dee University Press, ¹wYork, 1935}.

If coupling of the two nuclei is not widely different, a
fair approximation to the intensities may be obtained
by interpolating between the two extreme cases; H&
much greater than H2 and H2 much greater than H2.
This method was used for GaBr. Since Ga and Br have
the same spin the intensities were given directly by
expression (9).

Exact intensities may be obtained in cases of inter-
mediate coupling or degeneracies by making use of the
secular equations to obtain the correct wave function
for each energy level

4'(F) =Z~ o(Fr)A(F,Fr).

The relative intensity for a transition from state i to
state j may then be written as

IE' EF ' o'(Fr)o;(Fr')

XS'(IrJFrIIrJ'Fr')S'(IoFrFIIoFr'F') I' (]0)

Careful attention must be paid to the phases (see
reference 26, p. 277). This procedure was necessary for
the transitions of GaI and InBr which involved near-
degenerate energy levels.

RESULTS

Tables listing the measured lines of the molecules
whose spectra have been observed are given in Appendix
I. In this section a discussion of the observed transitions
and the information derived from them is given. The
molecular constants determined from the data appear
in Table I.
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FIG. 3. Hyper6ne structure of the J=3~ 2 transition of In'"Cl" (ground vibrational state} and comparison with
theoretical pattern. Spina for Cl+ and In"' are 3/2 and 9/2, respectively.

The J=2~1 transition was observed at a tem-
perature of about 400'C. Values of 8, and o,, were
determined for Tl"'F. A 8, value was obtained for
Tl'O'F. The electric dipole moment of Tl"'F was
measured in the @=0state.

Lines from the J=5 +- 4 and 4 ~ 3 transitions for all
the isotopic species of TlCl have been observed at a
temperature of about 380'C and values of 8, and 0.,
were determined. The electric quadrupole coupling
constant for CP' was calculated for the v=0 state of
Tl'~C1". The TlCl results revealed a discrepancy with
the previous work on TlC1" where the isotope identified
as Tl' ~Cl" is in reality Tl'~Cl'7. The mass ratio of the
Cl isotopes was calculated.

T1Br

The J=9+—8 transition was measured at a tem-
perature of about 400'C. From this data 8, and 0,,
were determined for all isotopic species. The m=0,
j=6+- 5 transition was used to determine (egQ) n, .The
mass ratio of the Br isotopes was calculated.

for both Tl'"I and Tl"'I. In addition the v=0 lines for
Tl'"I of the J=10~ 9, 13~12 and 15~14 transi-
tions were measured and (egQ) r and D. determined from
this data. This value of (egQ)r differs from a previously
reported one which was based on a measurement of
the J=10~ 9 transition only. "

InC1

The J=3~ 2 transition of InCl was observed at a
temperature of 300'C. Values of 8, and n, were deter-
mined for In"'Cl'~. Eleven lines were measured in the
v= 0 state and both the In"' and Cl" electric quadrupole
coupling constants were obtained.

A diagram of the theoretical and experimental
spectra of the s=0, J=3~2 transition is shown in
Fig. 3. The Ft = 7/2 ~ 5/2 and Ft 13/2 ~ 13/2——
transitions were not observed because the strong lines
of the @=1 hyperfine pattern obliterated them. The
theoretical and experimental frequencies are given in
Table II. Because of the degeneracy between the J=2,
Fr ——9/2 and 11/2 levels, the intensities of the transi-
tions originating from these levels were not computed
and the theoretical frequencies for these levels are
missing in Table II.

The value of the CP' coupling given here diGers from
that reported previously. "The corrected value, reported

The J=17~ 16 transition was observed at a tem-
perature of 400'C. Values of J3, and 0,, were determined

~' M. Mandel and A. H. Barrett, Phys. Rev. 98, 1159 (1955)."A. H. Barrett and M. Mandel, Phys. Rev. 99, 666 (1955).
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TABLE II. Theoretical and experimental frequencies of the m=0, J=3~ 2 transition of In"5Cl3'.
Experimental error is 0.20 Mc/sec.

PI 4 Pg
Transition Ii'+- P

Theoretical
frequency

Mc/sec

Experimental
frequency

Mc/sec

Theoretical
relative
intensity

9/2 ~ 7/2

5/2 +- 5/2
11/2 ~ 9/2
11/2 ~ 11/2
7/2 +- 7/2

15/2 ~ 13/2
9/2 ~ 9/2
3/2 +- 5/2

13/2 ~ 11/2
5/2 +- 7/2
7/2 &—9/2

6~5,
4~3,
4~4
7~6,
7 +—7)
5+—5,
94—8,
6~6,
3~4,
8+—7,4~5
54—6,

54—4
3~2
3 ~3)
6+—5,
6~6,
4~4
84—7,
5+—5,
2~3)
7~6,
3~4,
4~5,

2~2, 14—1
5 ~4, 4~3(
5+—5, 4 ~4['
3~3, 2~2
7~6, 6+—5
4 +- 4, 3 +—3)
1+—2, 0~1
6~5, 5~4
2~3) 14—2
3~4, 2+—3

19 526.25
19 527.66
19 539.69

19 570.43
19 578.41

19 621.21

19 526.26
19 527.77
19 539.67

(
19 563.97
19 565.84
19 570.25
19 578.36

r
19 584.56
19 589.08

19 621.36
19 628.75

21
12
15

45
100

17

here, is the result of diagonalization of that portion of
the Hamiltonian which enters into the J=3, Ft 9/2——
levels. The original CP' coupling was based on calcu-
lations made to first order in the Cl perturbation for the
7=3 levels, but because of the closeness of the Ft= 13/2
level the first-order theory is not sufficient. Although the
change in energy produced by diagonalization is not
large, the theoretical splitting of the Fr=9/2+ —7/2
transition is appreciably changed and it is this splitting
on which the Cl coupling constant is based.

InBr

The J= 7 &—6 transition was observed at a temper-
ature of 315'C. Values of 8, and o., were determined
for In"'Br". Sixteen lines of the v=0 state were
measured and the In"' and Brv' quadrupole coupling
constants calculated. The theoretical and experimental
spectra for the v= 0 state is shown in Fig. 4. The experi-
mental and theoretical frequencies and intensities are
given in Table III.
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pro. 4. Hyperime structure of the 7=7+- 6 transition of In"'Br (&round vibrational state) and comparison with
theoretical pattern. Spina for Brrs and Inns are 3/2 and 9/2, respectively.
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TABLE III. Theoretical and experimental frequencies of the e= 0, J= 7 ~ 6 transition of In"'Br79.
Experimental error is 0.20 Mc/sec.

F1' +- Fi

19/2 ~ 19/2
13/2 e- 11/2
11/2 +- 9/2
9/2 &—7/2
7/2 &—5/2

15/2 ~ 13/2
13/2 &—11/2
11/2 +- 9/2
9/2 &—7/2
7/2 &—5/2
5/2 e- 3/2

15/2 ~ 17/2
15/2 ~ 13/2
5/2 &—3/2

19/2 ~ 13/2
1'//2 ~ 15/2
15/2 ~ 17/2
23/2 &—21/2
21/2 ~ 19/2
19/2 &—17/2
17/2 &—15/2
15/2 + 17/2
15/2 ~ 15/2
13/2 +- 13/2
13/2 &—13/2
5/2~ 5/2

19/2 +- 17/2
9/2~ 9/2
7/2 ~ 7/2

11/2 &
—11/2

13/2 e- 1//2
11/2 ~ 11/2
9/2 ~ 9/2
7/2 +- 7/2

Transition
F~ ~F

11 +—11, 10 ~ 10

7+—6, 4~3
6~5, 3+—2
5+—4, 2+- 1&6~5
8~7, 7~6, 6+—5
6+—5, 5~4
5+—4, 4~3
4~3, 3~2
4~3
8~7
7+- 6
3~2, 2+—1, 1~0
9~8, 8~7

10+—9, 9~8
7+—8

13 ~12, 12 ~11, 11 ~10, 10 ~9'
12 +- 11, 11 +—10, 10 +- 9, 9 +- 8
11~ 10, 10 &—9
8+—7, 9~9
9+—8
8+—8, 6~6
8+—8, 7~7
6+—6, 5~5
4~4
9~8
6~6, 3+—3
5c—5
7~ 7, 4~4
7&—7 J
6+—6, 5~5
5&—5, 4&—4)
4~4, 3+-3(

Theoretical
frequency

Me/sec

23 308.17

23 329.22
23 331.38

23 334.60
23 335.63

23 339.35
23 341.15

23 343.55
23 345.06
23 346.57

23 353.29

23 358.91

23 361.17
23 362.65

23 365.37

23 367.70

Experimental
frequency

Mc/sec

23 308.30

23 328.97
23 331.51

23 334.50
23 335.55

23 339.12
23 341.01

23 343.33
23 345.07
23 346.51

23 353.40

23 358.74

23 361.35
23 362.70

23 365.60

23 367.97

Theoretical
relative

intensity

9.2

18
24

41
34

52
65

100
66
57

6.0

9.2

12
9.8

6.0

InI

The J=9~ 8, 10~9, and 11~10 transitions were
observed at a temperature of 370 C. Accurate frequency
measurements were made only on the ~=0, 1, and 2
states of the J= 11+—10 group. Since the nuclear spins
of In"' and Ir2r are 9/2 and 5/2, respectively, abundant
hyperfine splittings of the rotational transitions were
observed; in fact, twenty lines were measured in the
m=0 state alone.

From the known quadrupole coupling constants of
the other Im, Ga, and Tl monohalides, it is possible to
estimate the coupling constants of InI. The In quad-
rupole coupling constant is expected to be of the order
of 650 Mc/sec and the I coupling constant about 500
Mc/sec. Thus it is clearly not possible to regard either
quadrupole interaction as a small perturbation on the
other and the theoretical interpretation of the spectrum
would involve the complete diagonalization of the
entire Hamiltonian and the calculation of all the inten-

sities of all possible transitions, in this case up to a
DF~ of &6. The structure of InI is expected to be very
similar to that of InBr and since the quadrupole

coupling constants of InBr and the Ga and Tl mono-

halides are known, it did not seem worthwhile to carry
out the extensive calculations for InI.

The calculation of the rotational constant from the
observed spectrum requires a knowledge of the transi-
tion frequency in the absence of hyper6ne structure.
Since this could not be obtained without extensive
calculations, as discussed above, the frequency was
assumed to be 24 279+5 Mc/sec. This frequency range
includes all the strong lines of the J=11~ 10 transi-
tion and the correct center frequency is certain to lie
within this range because the most intense lines of a
hyperfine pattern are grouped about the undisplaced
frequency. The vibration-rotation interaction constant
o., was determined by taking frequency differences
between corresponding lines in the different vibrational
states.

The J—2 ~ 1 transition was observed and measured
for all the isotopic species of GaCl at a temperature of
380'C. Sufhcient intensity to make an interpretation of
the spectra possible was present for only the Ga"Cl"
isotope. Figure 5 shows the comparison between cal-
culated and observed spectra and Table IV lists the
measured lines, theoretical frequencies and intensities
for the v=0 state of Ga"Cl". Values of B„o., and the
quadrupole coupling constants for Ga" and Cl" were
determined.
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Fzo. 5. Hyperfine structure of the J=-2 ~1transition of Ga"Cl" (ground vibrational state) and comparison with theoretical
pattern. spine for Ga" and CP'are 3/2.

TABLE IV. Theoretical and experimental frequencies for the v=0, 1=2+—1 transition of Ga69cl35.
Experimental errors are 0.20 Mc/sec unless otherwise noted.

Fq'+- Fx

3/2+-1/2
5/2 ~ 5/2

1/2+-1/2
7/2~5/2
5/2 ~ 3/2

7/2 ~ 5/2

5/2&—3/2
3/2&—3/2

3/2

Transition
F~ ~F

2+—1) 1~1
3+—4, 3+—3, 3~2
2+—1, 1+—2
1~2, 1~1

2&—2,

2~2)
2+- 1,

3~2)
2+—3)
2~2)
4~4
3~2,
5&—4,
3~2,
4~3,
3+—2)
3 ~3~
1~1)

2~2
4~3,
2+—2)
3~3,
2 ~27
2E—3
1+—0,

3~3
2~1
2~1, 1~1,1~0
1~2
2+-1
0~1

Theoretical
frequency

Mc/sec

17 906.81

17 928.37

17 930.55

17 943.28

17 946.52

Experimental
frequency

Mc/sec

17 906.92

17 928.55

17 930.57

17 942.92~0.40

17 946.83~0.30

Theoretical
relative

intensity

100

15

33

GaBr

The J=S&—4 transition was observed at a tem-

perature of 360'C. Values of J3, and n, were determined

for Ga"Br" and Ga"Br" A B.value was also deter-
mined for GaBr" and GaBr". Four lines were

measured in the @=0 state of Ga69Br'~ and both the
Ga" and Br" electric quadrupole coupling constants

were obtained from these measurements. The observed

and theoretical hyperfine patterns are shown in Fig. 6

while Table V gives the frequency and intensity of the
hyper6ne transitions.

Lines from the J= 7 &—6 transition were measured at
a temperature of about 360'. 8, and n, were determined
for both Ga I and Ga 'I. The Ga 9 and I electric
quadrupole coupling constants were determined for the
v=0 state. Figure 7 shows the theoretical and observed
hyperfine spectra. The observed frequencies and the
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FIG. 6. Hyperfine structure of the J=5+- 4 transition of Ga' Br 9 (ground vibrational state) and comparison with theoretical pattern.
Spins for Ga" and Sr" are 3/2.

TABLE V. Theoretical and experimental frequencies for the v=0, J=5~ 4 transitions of Ga'9Br~~.

+1 4 +1

7/2 ~ 5/2
9/2 &—7/2

11/2 +- 9/2
13/2 &—11/2

7/2 +- 5/2
7/2 ~ 7/2
7/2 +- 7/2

Transition
pr4 p

2+—1, 3~2, 4~3
3 ~2, 4~3, 5~4, 6+—5
4~3, 5&-4, 6~5, 7 ~6]
5~4, 6~5, 7+-6, 8~7
5~4
5+—5
2~27 3+—3

Theoretical
frequency

Mc/sec

24 771.02

24 767.78
24 796.46
24 801.84

Experimental
frequency

Mc/sec

24 771.22~0.20

24 768.02~0,20
24 796.70~0.30
24 802.17a0.30

Theoretical
relative

intensity

100

12
1
1.5

theoretical frequencies and intensities of the v=0 state
are given in Table VI.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Internuclear Distances, Rotation-Vibration In-
teraction Constants, Centrifugal Stretching

Constants, and Mass Ratios

Internuclear distances determined by microwave
spectroscopy for the alkali halides' are consistently
lower than those obtained by electron diGraction ex-
periments. The disagreement is of the order of 2—4%,
decreasing with increasing molecular weight. The same
discrepancy has been found in the Tl halides and in
InI. A possible reason for this discrepancy is a small
percentage of dimerization of the vapor or the formation

of Tl trihalides. This would not affect any of the spec-
troscopic results but would make the electron diffraction
values larger.

Internuclear distances in alkali halide crystals have
been accounted for by the assignment of ionic radii to
the constituent atoms. The so-called "additivity rule" "
has been investigated for the alkali halide vapors' and
deviations have been noted. Table VII gives the inter-
nuclear distances of the Tl, In, and Ga monohalides
and the differences between these values for each
series. Variations in the differences r, ( X~)Hminus
r„(XH2) for the metals (X's), or r, (X&H) minus
r, (X2H) for the various halogens, indicate deviation
from the additivity rule.

~i' L. Pauling, The ~atlre of The Chemical Bond (Cornell Univer-
sity Press, Ithaca, 1944).
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FzG. 7. Hyper6ne structure of the J= 7 ~ 6 transition of Ga69I"' (ground vibrational state) and comparison with theoretical
pattern. Spina for Ga" and I"' are 3/2 and 5/2, respectively.

TABLE VI. Theoretical and experimental frequencies for the v=0, J= 7 ~ 6 transition of Ga"I.

F1' +- F1

17/2 ~ 11/2
15/2 +- 13/2
13/2 ~ 15/2
17/2 ~ 15/2
19/2 &—17/2
15/2 ~ 13/2
9/2 +- 7/2

13/2 +- 11/2
17/2 &—11/2
9/2~ 7/2

11/2 ~ 9/2
13/2 &—11/2
13/2 ~ 15/2

Transition

7~6
9+—8
8+—7
9~8
8~7, 9~8, 10~9, 11&—10)
6~5, 7~6, 8~7
3~2, 5~4, 6~5
5~4
8~7
4+—3
4~3, 7 ~6
6~5
7~6

Theoretical
frequency

Mc//sec

23 857.26

23 855.51

23 852.84

23 851.39

Experimental
frequency

Mc/sec

23 857.29a0.20

23 855.66~0.20

23 853.25~0.40

23 851.47~0.20

Theoretical
relative

intensity

100

37

40

Since these molecules are known to have a fair amount
of covalent bonding, one does not expect to find constant
differences. Schomaker and Stevenson" have modi6ed
the additivity criterion by allowing the bond distance to
be sensitive to the relative amounts of ionic and covalent
character present. This modi6cation depends linearly
upon the electronegativity difference, and hence does
not aGect the departure from additivity shown in
Table VII.

The theoretical value of a„ the rotation-vibration
interaction constant, based on the assumption of a

»V. Schomaker and D. P. Stevenson, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 63,
37 (1941).

Morse potential, is"

fx.rd.B.' ) ~ 68,'

Cog ) top

3' See reference 1, p. 9.
~ See reference 21, Appendix.

Values of co, and x, have been determined by ultra-
violet spectroscopy" and B. values have been deter-
mined in the present experiment. However, the de-
pendence of e, on or, and x,co, limits the accuracy of this
calculation. A comparison of theoretical and experi-
mental values of n, is given in Table VIII. The agree-
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TABLE VII. Internuclear distances and additivity of ionic radii. All distances are in angstrom units.

Ga
InH —GaH difference
In
TlH —InH diGerence
Tl

F
inter-

nuclear
distance

2.0844

XC1-XF
difference

0.4004

Cl
inter-

nuclear
distance

2.2017
0.1994
2.4011
0.0837
2.4848

XBr-XC1
difference

0.1508

0.1421

0.1333

Br
inter-

nuclear
distance

2.3525
0.1907
2.5432
0.0749
2.6181

XI-XBr
difference

0.2220

0.2107

0.1956

I
inter-

nuclear
distance

2.5746
0.1793
2.7539
0.0598
2.8137

ment is quite good for the heavier molecules but becomes
worse for the lighter molecules.

Table I gives the values of D„ the centrifugal
stretching constant, calculated from Eq. (3). The D,
value for TlI was determined experimentally and
although much higher than the value given by Eq. (3),
it was within the experimental error. The D, values
observed in the alkali halides were also consistently
higher than the calculated value based on the vibration
frequency co. obtained from ultraviolet spectroscopy.

In general, the accuracy with which D, is determined
is quite poor, and in many cases it gives rise to the
principal error in 8,. In calculating the mass ratio of
two isotopic species, 1 and 2, the ratio 8,'/8, ' enters
and this ratio is quite insensitive to the error in D,.
Hence, the error attributed to the mass ratio is con-
siderably smaller than the error in the 8, values. The
mass ratios are given in Table IX.

B. Chemical Bond

to the polarization of the core electrons. Because this
last term is exceedingly dB5cult to evaluate, this equa-
tion cannot be used quantitatively to compare calcu-
lated and measured dipole moments.

In Fig. 8, ttt/eR for a large number of dipole moments
is plotted against electronegativity difference. Dailey
and Townes" have pointed out that molecules with
electronegativity differences &2 are completely ionic
and have p/eR(1 because of polarization effects. We
have plotted two points for TlF as there are two widely
different values of the electronegativity of Tl given in
the literature. '4" From these values it appears that
TlF is completely ionic or very nearly so.

A more reliable source of information concerning
molecular electronic structure is the nuclear quadrupole
coupling constant eqQ. Q is a property of the nucleus
but q is directly related to the electronic charge dis-

TABLE VIII. Comparison of calculated and experimental values
of the vibration-rotation interaction constant a, .

Description of a chemical bond usually involves

specifying the amount of ionic character, the orbital
hybridization, and the degree of bond multiplicity. In
the diatomic halides we avoid the complications due to
multiplicity and are thus able to obtain information
about the ionic character of the bond and about
hybridization.

The wave function of a bonding electron the LCAO
(linear combination of atomic orbitals) approximation
may be written

Molecule

TP05F
205CP5

T]205Br81
T1205I
In115C135
Zn115Br79

In115I
a69C135

GB 69Brsl
Ga"I

ae Mc/sec
(calculated)

36
14
3.4

13.8
6.1
3.2

29.8
9.8
5.3

a Mc/sec
(experimental)

44.98
11.90
3.807
1.985

15.34
5.706
3.119

23.30
9.61
5.667

TABLE IX. Mass ratios of isotopes from microwave spectra.

where 4'~ and +~ are atomic orbitals for the halogen
and metal atoms, respectively. If 4 is normalized,
a'+b'+abS= 1, where S is the overlap integral
J'tlr~%'~dr. The ionic character for such a heteropolar
bond may be defined as u' —b', i.e., it is the difference
between the probabilities for the electron to be found
on atom A or B.

The dipole moment for a heteropolar molecule is

given by

CP'/CP'

Br"'/Br"

Ratio

0.9459739+0.0000060
0.9459781&0.0000030
0.9459803&0.0000015

0.9752999&0.0000050
0.9753068a0.0000045
0.9752999~0.0000065
0.9753088&0.0000020

Molecule

T1Cl
CsCl'
K'gClb o

T1Br
CsBra
Rb85Bra
K39Bre, a

~~(b a )+@overlap+@hybridization+@polarization (12)

The first term is called the primary moment, the second
term is due to overlap of orbital wave functions from
atoms of different size, the third term is due to hybrid-
ization of valence orbitals, and the fourth term is due

a See reference 5.
b See reference 11.
e Molecular beam measurements.
~ See reference 12.

"B.P. Dailey and C. H. Townes, J. Chem. Phys. 23, 118
(1955).

'4 M. Haissittsky, J. Chem. Phys. 46, 298 (1949l.
35 W. Gordy, J. Chem. Phys. 14, 305 (1946).
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tribution in the molecule. For the ith electron at a
distance r; from the nucleus, we have

where 0; is the angle between the radius vector and the
molecular axis (s axis for diatomic molecules). The
total q is the sum of the individual q s averaged over
all positions of the electron in the molecule

e(3 cos9 —1)
%,dr,

where i is summed over all the electrons and 0; is the
wave function for the ith electron.

For a precise correlation of quadrupole coupling
constants to the electronic structure of a molecule, it
would be necessary to have accurate wave functions
for each of the molecular electrons and to carry out a
precise evaluation of the integrals. This has been done
for the hydrogen molecule" but becomes too dificult
for more complicated molecules.

Townes and Dailey'r have discussed a simple semi-
empirical relation between eqQ and approximate wave
functions for the bonding electrons in a molecule. They
point out that the magnitude of q is largely determined
by the manner in which the valence electrons fill the
available p orbitals of the lowest energy. An s orbital
or an undisturbed closed shell of electrons make no

"A. Nordsieck, Phys. Rev. 58, 310 (1940).
3'C. H. Townes and B. P. Bailey, J. Chem. Phys. 17, 782

(f949).

.8 liS ZA.
QLECTROMEfsA'TIV'lTY Di &P@ls'-~~C'R

FIG. 8. Apparent ionic character p/eR from molecular dipole
moments (after Bailey and TownesN).

contribution to the energy of nuclear orientation
because of their spherical symmetry. Contributions due
to charges associated with neighboring atoms in the
molecule or with polarization of the nonbonding closed
shells of electrons can be neglected in comparison to the
larger eGect. For example, a negative halogen ion would
have an approximately spherical distribution of charge
and hence a very small value of q. The small halogen
coupling constants measured in the alkali halides which
are largely ionic seem to corroborate this. However a
covalently bonded halogen atom, lacking one p electron
in its valence shell would have a relatively large value
of q and hence of the experimentally measured coupling
constant eqQ.

The quadrupole coupling constants of Cl, Br, and I
(F has zero eqQ) in atomic states" are known and
therefore the contribution of an electron in a p orbit
to eqQ is known independently of molecular data.
However, the covalently bonded electron will not be
in the same type orbit in the molecule as in the atoms.
Dailey and Townes" write the wave function of a
bonding electron in the neighborhood of the halogen
atom as

4'g = (1—s—d) W~& (s) W,a (d) W

where s is the amount of s character in the bonding
orbital and d the amount of d character. Admixture of
d and s character to the hybrid bonding orbital removes
part of an electron from a p orbit and increases the
defect of p electrons. However, the two nonbonding s
electrons must take on an equivalent amount of p
character; thus the defect of p electrons is decreased.
Therefore the quadrupole coupling constant for a
halogen forming a hybrid bond with a negative ionic
character i is

eqQ= (—1+2s—s—d) (1—j)eqQ„„.

For an isolated atom s, d, and i are zero and eqQ(atom)
= —eqQ„~s. Thus we can write

(eqQ) (molecule)/(eqQ) (atom) = (1—s+d) (1—i). (13)

In Eq. (13) the effects of overlap on quadrupole
coupling have been neglected. A more complete expres-
sion for eqQ would be (—1—S'+s—d)(1 i)eqQ„&s,—
where 5' is the square of the overlap integral. Allowing
for the modification of the I.CAO wave function asso-
ciated with one atom at the nucleus of the other, Itoh"
has shown that the contribution of overlap eGects to
the quadrupole coupling constant in diatomic molecules
is negligible.

In order to determine the ionic character of the bond,
certain assumptions concerning the role of bond
hydridization have to be made. Dailey and Townes, "
in their discussion of quadrupole coupling data for

'8 V. Jaccarino and J. G. King, Phys. Rev. 83, 471 (1951);J. G.
King and V. Jaccarino, Phys. Rev. 91, 209 (1953); Jaccarino,
King, Satten, and Stroke, Phys. Rev. 93, 1798 (1954).

ss T. Itoh, Tokyo University (private communication}.
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diatomic halides, assume that Cl, Br, and I bonds have
15%s character when the halogen is bonded to an atom
which is more electropositive than the halogen by as
much as 0.25 unit. This assumption is in good agreement
with the value of 10% s character for the As-bonding
orbitals in AsCl's and the 15% s character for the
S bonding orbitals in H2S "found by a method which
is independent of overlap eGects. The setting of an
upper limit to the s character would seem to limit the d
chara ter to small values since the factor s—d is the one
which actually enters into the equation for the quad-
rupole coupling constant. With s= 15%, d=0 and the
atomic quadrupole coupling constants of the halogen,
the ionic character of the Tl, In, and Ga halides has
been calculated and is shown in Table X.

One can treat the electropositive atom of a diatomic
halide in a similar manner. Ga and In have an ns' Np
electron configuration in the bound state. Since the
atomic eqQ's of Ga and In have been measured" 4' (Tl
has zero quadrupole moment), the contribution of a p
electron to the eqQ is known independently of molecular
data.

Under the preliminary assumption that only the
covalent state contributes to the quadrupole coupling
constant, we get

l40

.90

+80

s&0

K
IalI- e60

K
r~,50

O .40

.50

.20

.IO

OO

KCI

.8 I.2 l.6 2.0 2.4 2 8
E LECTRONEGATIVIT~ DIFFERENCE

eqQ= (1+s—d) (1—i)eqQ„ts,

where eqQ„ts equals the atomic eqQ. Since i, eqQ, and

eqQ ts are known, s—d can be determined. This calcu-
lation yields the absurd result of 100 to 200% s character
for the p bonding orbital. Apparently there is an addi-
tional contribution to the quadrupole coupling constant
from the ionic state. When Ga or In is in a positively
ionic state, the p subshell is vacant unless the s orbital

Molecule

Atomic
eQO

Atom Mc/sec

Molecular
eqO

Mc/sec
Electro-

negativity

Tl~'CP' CP'
Tl

Tl'068 r79 Br79
TP'I I
In"5C1~6 CPS

In"~
In115Br79 Br79

Inlls
Ga69C)35 C ]35

Ga69
Ga"Br79 Br'9

Ga69
Ga69I I

Ga69

—110 —15.8 0.83 0.15'

770—2292
—110—899

770—899—110
—125

770—125—2292—125

130—537—18—655
138—642—20—84.7
134—74—549—66

0.80
0.72
0.81

0.79

0.79

0.80

0.72

0.15a
0.15'
0.15a
0.24
0.15
0.23
0.15'
0.21
0 158
0.18
0.15'
0.13

3.15
19 b14e

2.95
2.6
3.15

16,b14o
2.95

1.6, 1.4
3.15

1.6,b 1.4o
2.95

1.6, 1.4
2.6

1.6, 1.4

& Assumed value. See reference 33.
b Haissensky's value. See reference 34.' Gordy's value. See reference 35.

'0 P. Kusliuk, J. Chem. Phys. 22, 86 (1954).
4' G. R. Bird and C. H. Townes, Phys. Rev. 94, 1203 (1954).
4 R. T. Daly and J. H. Holloway, Phys. Rev. 96, 539 (1954).
'3 P. Kusch and T. G. Eck, Phys. Rev. 94, 1799 (1954).

TABLE X. Ionic character and s-p hybridization of TlCl, TlBr,
T1I, IcCl, InBr, GaCl, GaBr, and GaI, obtained from nuclear
quadrupole coupling data.

FIG. 9. Ionic character es electronegativity difference taking
hybridization into account (after Dailey and Townes33). Dashed
line neglects hybridization (reference 45).

remains hybridized. If the two nonbonding s electrons
retain their p character, the ionic state contributes
2sieqQ„, s to the total eqQ. However, this contribution
must be modified because the interaction between a
valence p electron and the nucleus when the atom is
positively ionic is somewhat larger than for the case
of the neutral atom. The ratio for the two cases may be
taken as (1+e) where e is 0.20 for Ga and 0.25 for In".
The constant e is estimated from the observed fine
structure of the atom and ion. Thus, for a group IIIB
element bonded to a halogen, the quadrupole coupling
constant is

eqQ=L(1+s —d)(1-i)j2(1+e)sijeqQ
Since eqQ„ts ——eqQ(atom), we have

eqQ(molecule)/eqQ(atom) = (1+s—d) (1—i)
+2 (1+e)si. (14)

The s-p hybridization has been assumed to be the
same in both states, a condition which maximizes the
resonance energy between these states. Using the values
of ionic character calculated from Eq. (13), we have
used Eq. (14) to determine that the s-p hybridization
of the Ga valence electrons in GaCl, GaBr, and GaI is
21, 18, and 13%, respectively, and of the In valence
electrons in InC1 and InBr is 24 and 23%, respectively.
These results are included in Table X.

Bailey and Townes" have derived an 5-shaped curve
for the relation between ionicity and electronegativity
diGerences of diatomic molecules. In Fig. 9 we have
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redrawn their curve to include the Tl, In, and Ga
halides. The electronegativities used are those of
Huggins, "except for Tl, In, and Ga which he does not
give. Two diGerent values of the electronegativity for
Tl, In, and Ga have been given by Haissensky" and
Gordy. "Points representing both values are included in
Fig. 9.

The above interpretation of quadrupole coupling
constants is not unique. Gordy4' has proposed a simple
relation between ionicity and the quadrupole coupling
constants in which s character is neglected completely.
Using it he obtains as the relation between ionic charac-
ter and electronegativity difference for a bond 3—8:

the quadrupole coupling constants of the Tl, In, and Ga
monohalides.

The ionic character for diatomic halides involving
Group IIIB elements is less than that for the alkali
halides, in keeping with their greater electronegativity.
The values of s character found for the Ga and In
bonding orbitals, which are fairly independent of the
assumed s character of the halogen bonding orbitals,
argue strongly for the presence of s-p hybridization in
the ionic state.

The quadrupole coupling data presented here show
that the electronegativities of Tl, In, and Ga are the
same and approximately equal to 1.4 which is in agree-
ment with Gordy's values.

This is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 9. Recently
Gordy" has modified his straight-line relationship in
the region

~

DX
~
)2 to conform with the known data for

the alkali halides.

CONCLUSIONS

The present experiment has yielded accurate infor-
mation concerning the internuclear distances, rotational
constants, vibration-rotation interaction constants, and
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APPENDIX I. MEASURED FREQUENCIES IN Mc/sec FOR MICROWAVE TRANSITIONS
OF THE TI, In, AND Ga HALLIDES

T1F: J=2~1

TP03F
TP05F

26 291.86+0.10
26 669.76a0.10 26 489.86%0.20

T1C1

Rotational
transition Hyperfine transition

j=5 +- 4 F= 13/2 +- 11/2, 11/2 ~ 9/2, 9/2 &—7/2,
7/2 +- 5/2

F= 11/2 +- 11/2J=4~3

'Q203CP5

27 379.49~0.10 27 260.18~0.10 27 140.35~0.10

27 376.62~0.10
21 903.16~0.20

J=5~4
J=4+—3

T]203C/37

26 119.36~0.10
20 895.33w0.10 20 806.64&0.30

J 5~4
J=4~3

P05CP5

27 340.51~0.10 27 221.30~0.10 27 102.42~0, 10
21 872.16~0.10

J=5~4
J=4~3

TP05C]3T

26 079.87~0.10 25 969.04~0.20
20 864.11~0.20 20 776.20~0.20

. ,
~ M. J. Huggins, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 75, 4123 (1953).
43 See reference 2, p. 284.' W. Gordy, Discussions Faraday Soc. 19, 14 (1955).
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AprENDrx I—Contiwled.

TlBx

Rotational
transition Hyperfine transition

J=6~ 5 F= 15/2 &- 13/2, 13/2 &—11/2
11/2 ~ 9/2, 9/2 +- 7/2J=9~8

J=9~8
J=10~ 9

J=9+—8

T]205@r79

15 502.55~0.10'
15 503.79~0.20'
23 254.06~0.05 23 183.49~0.10 23 112.80~0.10 23 042.54~0.10

T]205+r 81

22 839.75~0.10 22 771.22~0.20
25 377.53w0.05

T]203@r79

23 317.65+0.10 23 246.83&0.20 23 175.68~0.20

TP033r81

22 903.48%0.10 22 834.13~0.20

Rotational
transition

J=17~ 16
J=16~ 15J=15+- 14

J=13~ 12

J=10+-9

J=17~ 16

Hyperfine transition

F=35/2 &
—33/2, 33/2 ~ 31/2, 31/2 &—29/2

29/2 +- 27/2, 27/2 +- 25/2, 25/2 ~ 23/2
P=31/2 +- 29/2, 29/2 &—27/2, 27/2 c—25/2

25/2 +- 23/2, 23/2 +- 21/2, 21/2 +- 19/2
F= 25/2 ~ 23/2, 23/2 ~ 21/2, 21/2 ~ 19/2

19/2 +- 17/2, 17/2 ~ 15/2, 15/2 +- 13/2

T1205I

27 655.37~0.10 27 588.22~0.20 27 520.39~0.20
26 029.54+0.30
24 403.14a0.10'
24 402.36+0.10'
21 149.81+0.10'
21 148.78~0.05'
16 270.38~0.10' 16 230.50&0.10'
16 268.26~0.10' 16 228.26+0.10'

@203/

27 760.25~0.30 27 692.01~0.40 27 624.02~0.20

F&=9/2+-7/2.
F&=9/2+- 7/2;
Pi=5/2+-5/2.
F&= 11/2 &—9/2.
F&=11/2 ~ 11/2
Pi=7/2 &—7/2;
F&=15/2+- 13/2
F&=9/2 &—9/2;
F,=3/2+- 5/2.
Fg=13/2 ~ 11/2;
F&=13/2+- 11/2
F1=5/2 &—7/2;
Pi=7/2 ~9/2;

Hyperfine transition

F=3~2) 4~3
F=S ~4, 6+—5
F=1+—1, 2~2, 3~3, 4~4
F=4+—3, 5 ~4, 6+—5, 7+—6
F=4~4, 5+—5, 6~6, 7~7
F=2+—2, 3 ~3, 4~4, 5+—5
F=6+—5, 7+—6, 8~ 7, 9~8
P=3 ~4, 4~4, 5 ~5, 6+—6
F=0~1, 1~2, 2~3, 3 ~4
F=7~6
P=5 ~4, 6+—5, 8+—7
F=1~2, 2+—3, 3+-4, 4~5
F=2~3, 3+—4, 4~5, 5~6

InCl: J=3~2

gr1115C]35

19 527.77~0.20'
19 526.26+0.20&

19 539.67~0.20'
19 563.97~0.20&

19 565.84+0.20'
19 570.25&0.20'
19 578.36+0.20' 19486.10~0.20'

19 584.56&0.20' 19491.88&0.20'

19 589.08+0.20' 19496.29&0.20'
19 621.36~0.20' ~

19 628.75~0.20'

F& = 15/2 ~ 13/2; F= 6 ~ 5, 7 &—6, 8+—7, 9 ~ 8

Hyperfine transition

Z/115C/37

18 768.93~0.20'

In"'Br79 J=7 ~—6

F&=19/2 ~ 19/2.
Pg=13/2 ~ 11/2'
Ps=11/2 ~9/2.
Pi=9/2 ~ 7/2.
Fi = 7/2 ~ 5/2.
Fg

= 15/2 +- 13/2;
F&=13/2 ~ 11/2.
P1= ii/2 ~ 9/2;
Pi=9/2 &—7/2.
F&=7/2 ~ 5/2.
Pi=5/2 ~ 3/2;

F=10+- 10, 11+-11
P=S+—4
F=4+-3, 7 ~6
F=6+—5, 3 ~2
F=2~1, 5~4
P=6~5
F=8+—7, 7~6, 6~5
P=6~5, 5~4
P=S+—4, 4+—3
F=4~3, 3~2
F=4+—3

23 308.30~0.20' 23 228.68~0.20'

23 328.97a0.20'

23 331.51~0.20'

23 334.50~0.20'

23 335.55~0.20~
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APPENDIX I~ontinled.
In"~Bx'9 J=7 ~ 6

FR=15/2 ~ 17/2;
F&=15/2 ~ 13/2;
F&=5/2 +—3/2;
F&= 19/2 +- 13/2;
F&= 17/2 ~ 15/2;»= 15/2 ~ 17/2;
F&= 23/2 e- 21/2;
Fg=21/2 ~ 19/2;
P = 19/2 17/2;
FR=17/2+-15/2;
P j.-—15/2 ~ 17/2;
Fg =15/2 +- 15/2;
Fi = 13/2 ~ 13/2;
F&=13/2 ~ 13/2.
F&

=5/2 +- 5/2;
F,= 19/2 +- 17/2;
Fg

= 13/2 +- 13/2;
Fg

= 7/2 ~ 7/2;
F&=11/2+-11/2;
Fr=13/2 ~ 17/2;
Fg= ii/2 ~ 11/2
Fi =9/2 ~ 9/2;
Fi=7/2~ 7/2.

Hyperfine transition

F=8~7
F=7~6
F=3~2, 2+—1, 1~0'
F=9&—8, 8~7
F=10+—9, 9~ 8F=7~8
F= 13 ~ 12, 12 ~ 11, 11~ 10, 10~ 9'
F=12+-11,11+-10,10+-9, 9 ~8
F=12+-10, 10+—9
F=8+—7, 9+-9
P=9+—8
F=S ~ 8, 6~61
F=8~8, 7~7
F=6~6, 5~5
F=4+—4
P=9+—8
F=4+—4, 3+—3
F=5~5
P=7~7, 4~4
F=7 +—7
P=6+—6, 5~5
F=5~5, 4~4
F=4~4, 3 ~3

23 339.12+0.20.

(23 341.01+0.20'

23 343.33~0.20' 23 263.76~0.20'
23 345.07&0.20'
23 346.51~0.20'

23 353.40~0.20'

23 358.74w0. 20' 23 279.09~0.20'

23 361.35~0.20'
23 282.61a0.20~

23 362.70&0.20'

23 365.60~0.20' 23 285.37~0.20'

23 367.97+0.20' 23 287.37+0.20

In"'927' J=11~10

24 275.39~0.20
24 278.01~0.20
24 279.23~0,20
24 280.42&0.20
24 282.48%0.20

24 206.89~0.20
24 209.36~0.20 24 140.91~0.20
24 210.68~0.20
24 211.78~0.20 24 143.30~0.20
24 213.78~0.20

& Hyperfine structure was not worked out.

GaC1: J=2~1

Hyperfine transition

Ga"Cl"
Fg ——3/2 ~ 1/2;

Fi=5/2+-5/2;
F&= 1/2 +- 1/2;
F,=7/2 ~ 5/2;
Fg=5/2 ~ 3/2;
»=7/2~5/2;
F&=5/2 &—3/2.
Fi=3/2 ~3/2;
F1=3/2+—3/2;

F=3
F=2
F=4
P=3
F=5

F=4
F=3
F=3

+—2, 2 +—2, 2 +—1, 1 ~ 1, 4 +- 4,
4 +—3, 3 +—4, 3 +—3

+—2, 2+—3, 2+—2, 2~1 1~2
~2, 2~1, 1~2, 1+-1
~4
~2) 2+—2~ 4, 4 +—3, 3 +—3, 3 +- 2, 2 ~ 2,
2+- 1
~3, 3+—3, 2+—1, 1~1,1+-0
~2, 2~2, 1~2
~3, 2+—3, 2~1, 1~1,1~0,
0+—1

17 906.92~0.20

17 928.55~0.20

17 930.57~0.20 17 837.00~0.50 17 743.96a0.50 17 650.97a0.50

17 942.92+0.40

17 946.83+0.30

F&=7/2+- 5/2;

F1=5/2+-3/2

Ga71Cl36
F=5 ~4, 4~3, 3 ~3, 3 ~2, 2+-2,

2 +—1 17 759.09~0.50 17 666.88~0.50 17 573.70 a0.50P=4~3, 3+—3, 2~1, 1~1,1+—0

Qa69cl»
Fy= 7/2+- 5/2.

F,=5/2 3/2;

F=5+—,44~3, 3 ~3, 3+—2, 2+-2,
2+—1

F=4~3, 3 ~3, 2 ~1, 1~1,1+-0
17 289.15~0.50

Qa71Cl37
Fg=7/2+- 5/2;

F&=5/2 ~ 3/2.

F=5+-4, 4+-3, 3+-3, 3 ~ 2, 2+-2,
2 ~ 1 17 118.24&0.50

P=4~3, 3+—3, 2~1, 1+-1,1~0
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Hyperfine transition

AppENDIx I—Continued.

GaSx: J=S~4

Ga69Brva
F&=7/2+-5/2.
P, =9/2 7/2;
F)=11/2 ~ 9/2;
Fg=13/2 &—11/2;
P&=7/2+-5/2;
F,=7/2 &—7/2;
Pi=7/2 ~ 7/2.

F=2
F=3
F=4
P=5
F=5
F=5
F=2

~1, 3 ~2, 4+-3
+—2, 4~3, 5+—4, 6+—Sl
~3, 5~4, 6~5, 7~6
+—4, 6~5, 7+—6, 8+—7,

4

+—2, 3~3

24 771.22+0.20 24 673.55+0.20 24 576.08~0.20

24 768 02+0 20s
24 796.70+0.30
24 802.17~0.30

Ga69B rsvp
F&=7/2+- 5/2;
Pi =9/2 ~ 7/2;
Pi=11/2 &—9/2;
F&=13/2 &—11/2;
Pi = //2 +-' 5/2.

Pi=7/2 ~5/2;
Pi=9/2 ~ 7/2;
F)=11/2 &—9/2;
F&=13/2 ~ 11/2;

Pi=7/2 ~ 5/2;
F&=9/2+- 7/2;
F1 = 11/2 +- 9/2;
Fy = 13/2 ~ 11/2;

P=2~1, 3~2, 4+-3
P=3 ~2, 4~3, 5+—4, 6~5
F=4~3, 5~4, 6~5, 7~6
F= 5 &—4, 6 +- 5, 7 ~ 6, 8 +- 7J
F=5+—4

F=2~1, 3&—2, 4~3
P=3 ~ 2, 4 ~3, 5+-4, 6~5,
F=4~3, 5 ~4, 6+-5, 7~6
F=5 ~4, 6 ~5, 7+—6, 8+—7,

P=2~1, 3~2, 4~3
F=3~2, 4+-3, 5~.4, 6+—5,F=4~3, 5 ~4, 6~5, 7 ~6
F=5 &—4, 6~5, 7 ~6, 8+-7&

24 486.56~0.20 24 390.37&0.20 24 294.26~0.20

24 483.58+0.20

Ga7&Br79

24 399.00~0.20

Ga"Br"

24 114.08~0.20

Pi=17/2 +- 11/2;
F1=15/2 ~ 13/2)
F&= 13/2 &—15/2;
F~ = 17/2 ~ 15/2 '

F&
= 19/2 +- 17/2;

F i = 15/2 +- 13/2;
Fi =9/2 ~ 7/2;
F,=13/2 ~ 11/2;
F&=17/2+- 11/2;
F&=9/2+-7/2.
Fg=11/2 &—9/2;
F,= 13/2 +- 11/2;
Pi=13/2+- 15/2;

Pi=17/2+- 11/2.
F&=15/2+- 13/2;
Pi=13/2+- 15/2
Pi=17/2 ~ 15/2.
Pi=19/2 ~ 17/2.

Hyperfine transition

F=7+- 6
F=9~8
F=8~7

rF=9+—8
F=8 ~ 7, 9 e- 8, 10 +- 9, 11 +- 10J
F=6~5, 7+—6, 8+-7
F=3 ~2, 5+—4, 6~5
F=5+-4
F=8~7
F=4 ~3
F=4~3, 7 ~6,F=6~5
F=7~6
F=7~6
F=9~8
F=8+—7
F=9+—8
F=8 ~ 7, 9+—8, 10+—9, 11~10,

GaI: J=7

Ga"I

23 857.29~0.20' 23 778.29+0.20' 23 698.78~0.30'

23 855.66+0.20~

23 853.25~0.40'

23 851.47+0.20'

Ga"I

23 421.95~0.20' 23 344.45+0.30'

& Owing to overlap of neighboring lines, the foregoing figures do not necessarily represent true line positions, but rather maxima corresponding to the
designated transition.

APPENDIK II. DATA FOR DETERMINATION
OF TlF DIPOLE MOMENT

Data on J=2+-1,v=0 line.

Voltage (volts)

0
18.5

Frequency (Mc/sec),I=1 component

26 669.76a0.10
26 670.83+0.10


